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Forum’s fearless leader, McKenna, spends her
free time pretending to save lives and battling with friends over her severe FOGO. In
spite of failed attempts to convince the staff
that she is the HBIC, she manages to keep
them around with promises of free pizza.

Chelsey did receive her Hogwarts letter and
likes to make Karissa feel bad about it. When
she’s not “rapping” the lyrics to “Baby Got
Back,” she’s at parties talking to people
about the defects of consequentialism and
pundering life’s deep questions.

Hidden away in the the
basement of North Court, the
Forum Magazine executive
team, staff members and a
few squatters allow their
DYLAN MCAULEY | Editor-at-Large
sanity to slowly wither away When he’s not in court with Richmond’s mock
trial team, Dylan can probably be found arguto bring you this publication. ing somewhere else. He sings the Pokémon
theme and Disney songs way too loudly, and
Proceed with caution.
he wants Forum to be the very best, like no

Sofia, a.k.a. Soficita, is one of the few cheeseheads at Richmond from the dairy state of
Wisconsin. She’s a collector of all things old
and unwanted, from post cards to cassette
tapes. Also krazy bout kombucha.

magazine ever was!

SOFIA NICOLET | Dir. of Photography

JABARI A. LUCAS | Online Lead Writer

BROOKE WARNER | Lead Writer

Joe comes from the coffee-in-a-mason-jar,
vegan backwoods of Oregon. He loves meat,
ramen and the word frocket. Joe knows absolutely nothing about college sports, and
we all think he’s pretty much a lunatic in a
Korean-Hawaiian-Chinese wrapper.

Aside from being big and chronically in the
way, Jabari is exceptionally adept at provoking
thought, grating nerves, yelling extemperaneously, occassionally inducing laughter and, of
course, writing long, drawn-out sentences.

Brooke is a caffeine-dependent life form and
a proud supporter of messy hair and leggings.
She can quote “Mean Girls” better than anyone you know. Brooke likes to kickbox and eat
Snickers bars – not always at the same time
though.

APPLY ONLINE
KARISSA LIM | Dir. of Public Relations

TRACY AKERS | Spirit Animal

Karissa is a lovely lass that hails from the
great, wide-open state of New Jersey. In her
free time, she enjoys sleeping, tumblr and
Netflix. She has been waiting for her Hogwarts letter for almost 9 years and we don’t
have the heart to tell her the truth.

Tracy rides on the back of mystical flamingos
when swimming because her robot leg isn’t
waterproof. At this time, she believes it may be
easier to sprout Pegasus wings than black hair
on her bald head. We’ll keep you posted as she
transforms into Forum’s magical spirit animal.
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inspiring pride in every student, faculty,
and staff member at the University of
Richmond. Through sections focused
heavily on career advice, national issues,
superlatives, and culture, Forum will be a
place for conversation—both serious and
light hearted—that leaves students with a
deeper understanding of both the college
world and beyond.
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As I Walk By
By Tracy Akers
Photography by Kerry Akers
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irrors have become funny to me, because every day that I walk by one, I
see someone different. For some people maybe it’s not like that, but this is how I see the
world. The world sees me, too, and not like
it used to. My body is different now. It is not
similar to those in books or magazines. It is
different from the bodies that most others see
in the mirror every day. I’m OK with that,
but some people aren’t. It’s not really that
they aren’t OK with it, it’s more so that they
don’t understand it. Because they do not understand, things happen that I quite frankly
wish I didn’t have to understand.
On March 10 of this year, I lost my leg
to cancer. Now hairless and one-legged, my
body tends to draw attention everywhere I
go. I see horrified eyes. I see soft ones. I see
surprised eyes. And sometimes I see eyes
that could not care less as their foot hits my
wheelchair.
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I recently started to wonder what I want
other people to see in me, and then I realized
that that’s not what’s most important. What’s
more important is asking myself what I’d like
to see in me. Who is that girl in the reflection?
For the past five months I’ve gotten to
reinvent myself. Ever since I decided that I
get to choose my own self-image rather than
theworld selecting for me, I have a healthy
self-worth and higher self-esteem. I no longer watch eyes even though they watch me.
I realize that it’s hard not to look with
curious eyes. I am pretty curious, after all.
There aren’t many students who look like me
on campus. For those of you who are like me,
who have some sort of permanent handicap,
I’ve seen some of you. I encourage you to
share your voice on this matter, because my
voice isn’t the only one that matters.
Many of us find ourselves marginalized in
some way. The world loves to marginalize.

We love to point out differences and colors.
I think we get ourselves into trouble at times
when we define cultures by the color of skins
or if we categorize people by the number of
limbs they have and the tools they use for
physical mobilization. The U.S. often tries
to ignore its problems, because I think we’re
embarrassed of what actions we’ve committed against or the images we’ve projected
onto Native Americans, African Americans,
women, the LGBTQ community and so many
others.
We project the images onto people and
onto our country that we want to see, just like
people do when they walk by me, and just
like you do when you look into the mirror.
Be careful of the images you pick and choose.
If we are serious about changing the
world, we must try not to judge unjustly. We
must do our bests not to marginalize, and to
find our authentic selves. We ought to love

ourselves for who we are, and love others for
who they are.
I return to campus in January for my final
semester. It’s the semester I was supposed to
finish last spring but didn’t get the chance to
complete because of my medical situation. I
wonder how different campus will seem, as
well as its people, and even my classes and
the work I produce. I wonder what image I’ll
see in the mirror on my graduation day in
May.
For now, all I know is that I will walk
across the stage with my beautiful, mechanical leg.
Class of 2017—thank you for making me
an honorary member. It’s a privilege to graduate with you.

		 -Tracy
URForumMagazine.com
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QUANTUM COMPUTING AND KNOT
THEORY FOR DUMMIES
BY GREGORY HAMILTON

Knot, knot.

Who's there?
Physics, b*tches. If you’re like me, you
spend more time with computers than people.
Depressing, I know. To their credit, computers
don’t make snide comments about my “social
ineptness” or “that incident last Christmas”
(looking at you, Aunt Janet). Computers also
happen to be central to solving innumerable
problems in physics, economics, climatology, chemistry – you get the picture. Thus, we
need our computers and their components to
be small, fast and powerful. Unfortunately,
we’re close to hitting a wall. By Moore’s Law,
the number of transistors – the primary component of computers – on an integrated circuit
doubles roughly every two years, becoming
smaller and smaller. But transistors can only
get so small. At the length scale we’re working with, electronics will stop existing in the
way we classically think of them. This implies
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we’ll have to take a quantum approach to
computing.
“Why would we do that?” you ask.
“Sounds hard.” You’re right on that point,
but in principle, quantum computers won’t
do anything that classical computers can’t.
However, they will offer extraordinary speedups in computation. I’m talking thousands
of times faster. They’ll allow us to simulate
quantum many-body problems, model superconductivity and bring huge insights to
long-standing problems in many disciplines
of science. Quantum computing is the next
step in expanding our knowledge – the next
Internet, if you will.
So what is quantum computing? In a classical computer, a question or operation is
framed in terms of 0s and 1s via electrical signals. You’d give the question to the computer,

and it would use “logic gates,” or transistors
to manipulate the information and give an answer to your question and perform your operation. For a quantum computer, we would
do much the same thing. Our 0s and 1s would
correspond to a particle’s state. As an example, every particle has a “spin,” which can be
either “up” or “down.” If a particle is in state
“up,” we can call that “1,” and if it’s in state
“down,” call it “0.” For a large number of particles in some initial configuration of “ups”
and “downs,” we’d again use logic gates (here
called quantum operators) to manipulate the
data and get an answer.
The difference is that, for quantum computing, particles aren’t just in the “0” or “1”
state. They’re in both and everything in between. In quantum mechanics, the world gets
fuzzy, and particle properties don’t assume

( FALL 2016 )

Knot Theory in Action: These two anyon particles are sitting in a two dimensional space. Here, particle one (red) moves in a path
around particle two (blue). Normally, when red gets back to its starting position, nothing’s changed. But in anyon statistics, the system
is altered, and the alteration depends on whether red moved clockwise or counterclockwise around blue.

discrete values until we measure them. That
particle is in a superposition of states. Because
of this superposition, a quantum computation
is like millions of classical computers running
the same calculation but with different initial
configurations. This is what gives a quantum
computer its power.
Working to build a quantum computer has
made great progress in the past few decades,
but we’ve hit some snags. For one, the world
outside a quantum computer is hostile. The
environment easily interferes with computations. And if our logic gates aren’t precisely
tuned, then we don’t do the calculation we
wanted. So what’s a scientist to do?
Tie knots.
You heard me. Tie knots.
In the usual three-dimensional world you
and I live in, there are really only two types
of particles: bosons and fermions. Go down to
two dimensions, and we find particles known
as anyons. Quantum computers rely upon
anyons for their operations, but these particles
exhibit rather unique behavior. Take any two
anyons and interchange them, moving one
in a circle around the other. The direction in
which they were interchanged matters! That
is, there is a measurable difference between

whether you interchanged them in a clockwise or counter-clockwise manner. The path
anyons take through space-time is similar in
fashion to a string. Strings can be braided together and form knots. The field of knot theory
is wholly devoted to finding out how we tell
the difference between knots. It turns out that
if we set up certain types of anyons in an organized fashion – that is, we frame our “question” for the computer – and we braid them
together by moving them in circles around
one another, we can build a quantum knot in
space-time. The braids that we make become
logic gates along the way, and when we close
the braid and form the knot, we measure it by
computing the knot invariant (something that
stays constant for a knot, no matter how you
twist or fold it). Repeat that process enough
times, and you’ve got your answer to the original question you framed.
But why tie knots? What’s the advantage?
The beautiful thing about knots is that they’re
robust. Tie your shoes, and then take the two
lace ends and fuse them together. Ignoring the
actual shoe for a moment, the shoelaces have
formed a knot. So long as you don’t tear the
knot, it will stay the same no matter how much
you stretch, squeeze, bend or tighten the lac-

es. The information in the knot is preserved.
For a knot, it doesn’t matter how wiggly the
string is, so long as you braided it correctly.
In this kind of quantum computation (known
as topological quantum computing), the knot
is made not by individual strings, but by the
whole particle ensemble. Thus, particles can
jiggle, or the environment can interfere, and
neither effect really matters so long as the
knot has been made. That is, we’ve hardcoded
substantial error correction into the system – a
huge hurdle to overcome in quantum computing. Topological quantum computing is
still just theory, but given the massive funding by organizations like Microsoft, Google
and Big Brother, we’re hoping to see concrete
results soon.
To tie it all together (Father, forgive me for
the puns I’m about to commit), knots have
become critical to our understanding and application of topological quantum computing.
It’s a field that braids together multiple disciplines and offers a glimpse of the future of
technology and information. So to conclude,
ask knot what you can do for topological
quantum computing, but what topological
quantum computing can do for you.

URForumMagazine.com
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hen I met with President Crutcher in July,
I believed we would have a brief meeting
about my time abroad in Jordan and Morocco and perhaps my plans for the coming school year. Instead, we spoke for nearly an hour and a half and were told
twice by his secretary, Martha Pittaway, that it was getting
late and soon we would be the only ones in the building. In
fact, we did end up leaving last, but not before he extended
an invitation to me to become a mentor for his young men’s
group. He also emphasized the need for our campus environment to be reflective of its constituent parts – there should
not be a sharp growth in diversity on campus but
a stagnation in cultural progression. In
other words, the university needs
not only to accept students from
varying backgrounds but also to
embrace them, to make them
“On paper this school
feel comfortable and to give
looks very diverse. We have a
them a voice. Nowhere is
wide range of students in terms
this more apparent than in
a recent student review of
of race and international status.
the university on school
However, people
review website Niche: “On
self-segregate most of the
paper this school looks
time...”
very diverse. We have a
wide range of students in
- niche student review
terms of race and international status. However, people
self-segregate most of the time, especially when it comes to social events...
there is a very small minority of non-heterosexual-identifying students here, and while they are not
publicly shamed, they are not openly accepted, either.”
Crutcher said his goal was to make it possible for every
student, regardless of race, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation or creed, to have a voice on campus and to be engaged
in the day-to-day happenings in the student’s immediate environment. In line with this goal, Crutcher said he hoped the
student body would translate tweets and YikYaks into faceto-face dialogues with multicultural audiences, and use their
platforms to transform campus life and the greater community in positive ways. While discussing his endeavors toward
these aims, the idea of founding a University of Richmond
Roosevelt Institute chapter struck me as a great way to begin
achieving Crutcher’s vision for the campus community. I first
heard about the Institute from a friend and American student
I met during my studies abroad in Morocco. She described the
Roosevelt Institute as a non-partisan think tank in which issues of social justice, public policy and environmentalism to
name a few are discussed in forums, and scholarly research
is produced in order to enrich the foundation of knowledge
on these subjects with the intent of bettering society. Since
its founding in 1987, this goal has been internalized in hundreds of chapters that have produced lasting social, political
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THE
ROOSEVELT
INSTITUTE
THE PRESIDENT’S VISION
FINDS HOPE IN A NEW
STUDENT ORGANIZATION

BY JOSHUA YOUNG
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“the Roosevelt Institute [is] a
non-partisan think tank in which
issues of social justice, public policy
and environmentalism – to name a few
– are discussed in forums, and scholarly

research is produced in order to enrich

l

ave a

terms

status.

the
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al studies double major and senior senator of JSGA.
It may seem as though the Roosevelt Institute
will overlap with the work of the RCSGA, WCSGA and other student organizations in terms of
student activism and creating a sacred space for
discussion. However, instead of serving as a rival
to any of the existing organizations, the Institute
will work in collaboration with like-minded campus groups, whether that entails researching to
draft legislation or providing the platform for other
organizations to spread their messages to all sectors of the campus community. The nonpartisan
nature of the institute alone makes it inclusive,
and I believe in time it will lead to more campus
solidarity, a staunch desire of President Crutcher.
As a team, we will aim to meet once a
week for an hour to discuss our shortterm and long-term goals, and
how we plan to achieve them.
In these meetings, we will
also be discussing effective ways to promote
“The hope is that every month...we
the work of the Incan reserve a large meeting space and
stitute,
evaluating
what practices have
invite members of the campus community
been working and
to examine our findings and provide a
and economic changes. Furthermore, the legacy of
how we can best
space for them to voice their opinions in
President Franklin Roosevelt for which the institute
maximize
those
the presence of their peers, faculty and
was named lives on in meaningful ways everyday.
efforts. Also, each
members of the local community.”
Richmond had a chapter of the Roosevelt Institute
month we will use
already established, but for three years the chapter has
the feedback we re- Joshua Young
been inactive. With Crutcher’s support, I set out to re-esceive from our peers,
tablish the Roosevelt Institute not only as a traditional think
social media pages and
tank in which members conduct research and promote diathe news to determine
logue, but also as a landscape-altering body that produces legiswhich topics and issues we
lation and actively commits to identifying problems and meaningful
will focus on for the month.
solutions. Additionally, the Roosevelt Institute seeks all students to be
Once established, there will be a rea part of the conversation, because we know that campus growth and search team that explores the topics we have pinpointed. The hope
the fruition of our collective visions depends upon collective action. is that at least twice per semester, we can reserve a large meeting
I have since received Crutcher’s blessing, along with his charge to space and invite members of the campus community to examine our
identify seven other students to re-constitute the Roosevelt Institute findings and provide a space for them to voice their opinions in the
here at Richmond. They are a brilliant, outgoing, talented and diverse presence of their peers, faculty and members of the local community.
group of leaders. The founding members are as follows: Ken Anderson Lastly, my intent for this student organization is to have a flat hiand Mia Hagerty, the presidents of the RCSGA and WCGA respective- erarchy. We are all leaders within this institute, and the responly, Chelsey Davidson, a PPEL and leadership major and JSGA presi- sibilities of the various offices will rotate, as I envision our leaddent, Andrew Aguillera, a leadership studies major and member of the ership structure as being reflective of our collective aim and
Richmond Octaves, Elaine Diggs, a business major and a cheerleader, mission. We look forward to commencing our organization’s work
Haneen Abu Al Neel, a leadership studies major and an active member in the fall and welcoming members of the student body to parof the Embody Dance group, Ian Muir, a international studies major and ticipate in whatever capacity they wish. It is my belief that we will
captain of the club basketball team, and me, a leadership and internation- come closer to fulfilling President Crutcher’s vision with our efforts.

the foundation of knowledge on these
subjects with the intent of bettering
society.”

- Joshua Young

URForumMagazine.com
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ON MY HON
By Liz Nigro, Westhampton College Honor Council education chair
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Though Ryland Hall served as the epicenter
of magic for live-action roleplayers this summer, as a member of honor ouncil, my definition of magic in Ryland this fall would be never
attending a hearing of a first year student who
has plagiarised in his or her FYS.
Walking into those musty rooms as a member of the Hearing Board, an advocate for the
university or an advocate for the accused titles
that loosely translate to jury, district attorney
and defense attorney in “Law and Order”
terms is never pleasant for members of Honor
Council or the accused student. Cases require
that Honor Council members donate approximately an hour and a half or more of
their time on busy school nights
to scrutinize and debate how one
student’s actions violate or adhere to our
honor code.
Once a hearing board of the accused student’s peers renders a decision, the advocates
escort the accused back into the room. The tension escalates until the Honor Council chair
reads the decision, at which point members
of the hearing board immediately scurry out of
the classroom like ants around a spilled sugary
beverage. Equally sweet is the feeling of freedom that hearing board members experience
as they reach the hallway and realize that they
can now change into sweatpants.
Unfortunately, this feeling of relief does not
last on our small campus, where council members are destined to run into guilty students.
Locking eyes with a guilty student is even
more awkward than walking through D-hall
and catching the eye of a “that boy” from last
night’s lodge.
Bottom line: as a member of the honor council, I do not find joy in watching students sigh,
shake, tear up or some combination of the three
as one of the council chairs reads their guilty
verdicts. I recognize enforcing the honor code
to hold students accountable is necessary for

NOR

the functioning of the greater institution, but,
selfishly, sometimes I wonder if these painstakingly long and stressful trials are necessary.
They wouldn’t be, if everyone acted honorably.
Wouldn’t that be magic?
The frequency of first year students breaching the Honor Code is disheartening and frustrating. In most cases, these breaches occur
because the first years do not understand the
importance of honor within a university setting
or they do not realize that they acted in violation of our community’s standards for academic work.
Our actions affect others within a larger web. The honor code sets forth universal
standards to maintain structure on campus
and promote meritocracy, equal opportunity
and character formation. Beyond the physical
grounds of Richmond, students’ actions build
upon the legacy and reputation of our university as a whole.

ual acts honorably. Furthermore, it is good for
the individual because they receive benefits
from the larger community and experience
personal, intellectual and moral growth by acting with integrity.
These same lessons involving reciprocity
and using one’s talents and skills can be applied to life beyond Richmond. Students need
to be reminded of these three criteria of happiness in order to leave this institution as an
informed citizen prepared to make a positive
contribution to society. Enriching students’
understanding of the importance of sustained
happiness and honor at Richmond and beyond
prompted me to run for Westhampton College
education chair of the honor council.
To address this lack of understanding, I
made it my mission to revamp the honor council’s orientation presentation and test for all incoming students. After dialogues with council
members and the deans last year, I received

“A legacy of legitimacy benefits all of us when we list
‘University of Richmond’ on our resumes.”
							- Liz Nigro
A legacy of legitimacy benefits all of us
when we list “University of Richmond” on our
resumes. As individual students, we also benefit from others on campus acting honorably
within a greater scheme of cooperation. We
can rest assured that students work diligently
and earn their grades without gaining an unfair academic advantage. We can also trust that
when we leave our computer in the library or
cell phone on a d-hall table no one will steal
our property. I have become so accustomed to
living within our community of trust that I often forget that the same rules do not apply in
a hectic Chipotle, where there’s a girl leaving
with stolen tabasco sauce in her purse.
I joined honor council because I wanted to
protect the benefits that we as students reap
from an honorable community. Acting against
the Honor Code discounts the work of peers
and violates the mission of higher education
institutions: to inspire intellectual and moral growth. Within the contemporary climate
of moral individualism, instant gratification,
technological resources, rising student debt,
economic uncertainty and the pressure to succeed at any cost, I can understand the temptation to cheat. But acting dishonestly in your
own self-interest or taking the easy way out
will not yield sustained happiness.
A 2015 Harvard study isolates three factors
that contribute to happiness: doing things for
others, doing things that you’re good at, and
doing things that are good for you. Within the
context of the honor code, we have established
that it is good for others when every individ-

approval to implement a discussion-based presentation and test free of multiple choice questions. In our presentations last August, we split
the students into small groups, asked them to
name violations, and explain the honor code to
us. The result was fewer test failures, and we
have added information about our two-strike
and student-run system, and the importance
of honor in general, to build upon last year’s
success.
In an attempt to increase outreach to students and our presence on campus, I have
pioneered initiatives with my Richmond College education chair counterpart, like “Donut
Cheat,” in which council members handing out
free donuts in the library during finals weeks,
and Honor Week, where professors engage in
conversations on honor for student audiences in the spring semester. To further augment
trust and transparency, I will leave my email,
liz.nigro@richmond.edu, for anyone who
would like to follow up with questions about
the operations of the honor council or a situation that you think may violate the honor code.
As we begin to transition into a magical
new school year, I know I am hoping to enjoy my time at Richmond like our live-action
roleplaying friends this past summer. While I
believe the three factors previously listed will
help me find happiness, I would like to add a
personalized fourth condition: I will be happy if I am able to continue to associate Ryland
Hall with the LARPer’s potions lab rather than
another first year student sobbing after being
found guilty of plagiarism in his or her FYS.

URForumMagazine.com
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Spiders
for
Spiders
BY ALEXANDRA ABREU
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“By stepping up at a party, we aren’t just helping one
person–we are sending a message to our peers that this is
not something we will tolerate.” - Alexandra Abreu
THE ENTIRETY OF MY HIGH SCHOOL YEARS were spent in one of three
places: a classroom, my sister’s bedroom or onstage at a dance competition.
I never went a house party, and the idea that sexual assault and rape culture
could affect my life was incomprehensible.
College has exposed me to a great deal of transformative ideas, insightful people and experiences that hold only positive memories. Unfortunately,
these four years have also revealed a few terrible realities: According to a 2014
report released by the White House, one in five women and one in 16 men
are sexually assaulted while in college. My friends, peers and myself have
become living examples of these statistics. But I’ve also come to realize that
we are part of the solution.
University of Richmond is composed of a diverse group of students whose
roots stem from locations near and far. Despite the distinct and unique traits
we each hold, each one of us has something in common. We can help end
sexual violence.
This may sound like a feat too great for anyone to accomplish. One-infive is an alarming, overwhelming statistic, an epidemic by every sense of the
word. But we are a generation inspired and dedicated to pushing the limits
and defying every social norm. We can make a positive change, and the best
place to start is right here, right now, on this campus.
I remember going out on a Friday night during my first year at Richmond.
I was new to the party culture and my only expectation was to have a fun
night with my friends. I will never forget seeing a very intoxicated young
woman being led away from the party by a male student. I had a weird feeling
in my stomach and I just knew there was something about this situation that
seemed off.
However, I was a shy first-year who was just beginning to make friends
and I was scared to break any social codes or be pinned as weird. And quite
frankly, I truly did not know what to do. I would be willing to bet that the
majority of readers right now are reminiscing on a time when they were in a
situation similar to this one. The feeling of wanting to step in but not knowing
how – or even if you should – is far too common. I have learned since then
that there are countless ways in which we can morph from passive to active
bystanders.
If you feel comfortable and safe, it is OK to simply ask the person you are
worried about how they are doing. Getting their attention for even a second
can give them an opportunity to reassess the situation.
Maybe you know this person’s friends. It might be more effective to find
them and have them bring him or her back to their dorm.
Don’t want to talk to anyone? Distract everyone by dancing around or
accidentally spilling a drink on purpose.
Call URPD.
Ask the person to help you find the bathroom.
Tell the host(s) of the party that you see something concerning happening
in their house.
Talk to your RA.

I could go on and on but the idea is clear:
a simple action or a simple word can make
a monumental difference in someone’s life.
The culmination of all these seemingly small
actions results in culture change – and that is
larger than life.
We have the power to make a profound
impact on the way future generations of Spiders and human beings view sexual violence.
By stepping up at a party, we aren’t just helping one person–we are sending a message to
our peers that this is not something we will
tolerate. We have that power. At 18, 19, 20, 21,
and 22 years old, you and I can work together
as active bystanders to make one in five and
one in 16 statistics of the past. As we start a
new year and marvel at all our classmates
varying talents and strengths, let us also remember the power that we all hold as one
Richmond community: our ability to end the
pain of sexual violence.

THE
STATISTICS

1 in 5 women
is sexually assaulted
while in college

1 in 16 men

is sexually assaulted
while in college
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DEAD MALLS
BY KATHRYN OLON
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Within a healthy economy, businesses open and close regularly.
But in recent years, malls across America are losing tenants and closing their doors permanently. According to Green Street Advisors, the
industry leader in real estate and real estate investment trust research,
more than two dozen indoor malls have closed their doors since 2010
and 75 others are in danger of shutting down. Green Street Advisors
predicts that around 15 percent of retail malls will close or be converted for other uses in the next 10 years. With the growing popularity of
outdoor shopping centers such as Richmond’s Short Pump Shopping
Center and Stony Point Fashion Park combined with the ease of online
shopping, the city’s malls are suffering. If this trend continues, it may
not be long before shopping malls are a thing of the past.

“More than two dozen indoor malls have
closed their doors since 2010 and 75 others
are in danger of shutting down.”
			-Green Street Advisors
Despite nearly closing in 2014, Regency Square is under new ownership under Thalhimer Realty Partners and The Rebkee Company as
of this past spring. According to Richmond Times Dispatch, these new
owners have big plans for the mall, including a $30 million renovation
and are currently in talks with several major retailers to replace Macy’s. These renovations include the creation of store facades facing
Quioccasin Road with new stores opening in 2017. In addition, a new
prominent mall entrance will be unveiled the following year. Hopefully, these renovations will be enough to prevent Regency from meeting
the same fate as those that have gone before it.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY NICHOLAS ECKHART

For the past 40 years, Regency Square Mall has served as a popular
shopping destination for Richmond residents. Located in the heart of
Richmond’s West End, the mall is a mere 10-minute drive from University of Richmond campus. Although this commute is shorter than that
to Willow Lawn or Short Pump, which are 15 minutes and 23 minutes
from campus respectively, Richmond students overwhelmingly prefer
these shopping destinations. As a result, campus shuttles provide students with the opportunity to go to Willow Lawn and Short Pump, but
not to Regency.
But Regency Square’s waning popularity is not just limited to Richmond students. Over the past few years, the mall has experienced declining sales and less overall foot traffic. And as a result of this, the
formerly popular shopping center by all appearances seems to be on
the brink of closing its doors for good. This fate becomes instantly
apparent simply by paying the location a visit. With several empty
storefronts and the loss of Macy’s, one of the mall’s anchor tenants, in
March of this year, it seems as though Regency Square is mimicking
the malls that have failed before it.
In the past two decades, two of Richmond’s premier malls have
closed down. The first was Azalea Mall, which closed its doors in 1996
and was bulldozed three years later. Located on a 48-acre property at
the corner of Brook Road and Azalea Avenue, the mall was near the
International Raceway. All that is currently left is the former mall’s
sign. Azalea was at one point Richmond’s most popular shopping destination, but it was forced to close down after the loss of its two anchor
tenants: Thalhimers in 1991 and Woolco in 1993.
The second of these two malls, Cloverleaf Mall, was located near
Bon Air to the south of Richmond and closed in 2008. When the popular shopping destination opened its doors in August of 1972, it was
home to 42 stores on 760,000 square feet of retail space. At the height
of its success, Cloverfield had three anchor tenants: J.C.Penney’s, Thalhimers, and Sears. However, the mall faced trouble in the 2001 when
many of its stores pulling out in favor of other locations. In 2002, it was
sold to a Canadian bank in bankruptcy court before being eventually
claimed by the county and shut down in 2008. It was demolished three
years later, making it only the second mall in the city’s history to be
bulldozed.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY NICHOLAS ECKHART

Malls have been demolished
in high numbers across
the nation in the past two
decades.
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The 30th Annual

DR. PAUL FARMER
Founding Director of Partners In Health (PIH)
Wednesday, September 28 • 7 p.m.
Modlin Center for the Arts • Alice Jepson Theatre
University of Richmond
Join us for an important conversation with
Dr. Paul Farmer as we explore the intersection
of health care, faith, and society. This year’s
Forum will provide new insights into global
activism and the motivation behind serving the
common good. We all have a part to play.

A reception will follow in Booth Lobby.

For more information,
visit chaplaincy.richmond.edu/weinstein-rosenthal.
This event is free and open to the public.
No reservations are required.
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The annual Weinstein-Rosenthal Forum is
sponsored by the University of Richmond’s
Office of the Chaplaincy and funded by the
Weinstein and Rosenthal families.
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A Broken System
Third-Party Alternatives to America’s
Least Favorite Candidates
BY DYLAN MCAULEY
Are you dissatisfied with having Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton as
our nation’s two major nominees for president of the U.S.?
If so, you are not alone. According to CBS
and the New York Times, Trump and
Clinton are respectively the most unpopular Republican and Democratic nominees in history, with more Americans
having unfavorable views of the candidates rather than favorable views. This
unprecedented distaste for the two major

candidates, who according to the New
York Times were chosen by a mere 14 percent of eligible voters, has left Americans
looking for other options. In a previously
unheard of situation, voters on both side
of the aisle are declaring their refusal to
vote for their party’s candidate. While
this seems like a convenient response, it

makes one wonder, what other options
are there? Luckily, there are quite a few
options if you prefer to exercise your
right to vote but do not wish to vote for
Trump or Clinton. Listed below are the
other candidates who will appear on ballots across the nation:

As a former Republican Governor of New
Mexico, Gary Johnson made it his mission
to veto hundreds of bills that would have increased spending while simultaneously cutting taxes over a dozen times. Johnson’s first
priority as president would be to send a truly
balanced budget to Congress by placing all
government expenses on the chopping block,
including military and entitlement spending.
Johnson is also running in order to solve problems that other candidates have not focused
on during this election. He has promised to
fight for term limits on all federal politicians,
he has vowed to end the widely disliked
Drug War, and he has promised to protect
the Fourth Amendment rights of Americans
by ensuring privacy in their homes and on
the internet. Having unsuccessfully run for

the Republican nomination in 2012, Johnson
changed political parties to accept the Libertarian nomination that same year and ended
up winning about one percent of the national vote. This year the former Governor has
polled as high as 13 percent in a CNN poll by
calling for a simplified tax code for all Americans, a foreign policy platform in which the
U.S. is not the world’s police force and war is
a last resort, and a more limited government
with fewer burdensome regulations. If he can
poll 15 percent he will appear on the national
debate stage this fall. As a fiscal conservative
and a social liberal who will appear on the
ballot in all 50 states, Gary Johnson appears
poised to be the most popular third-party
choice for Republicans and Democrats who
feel spurned by their nominees.

Gary Johnson
Running Mate:

William Weld – Governor of Massachusetts:
1991-1997

Party:

Libertarian

Experience:

- Libertarian nominee for President: 2012
- Governor of New Mexico: 1995-2003
- Founder of multi-million dollar corporation
Big J Enterprises
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Dr. Jill Stein
Running Mate:

Ajamu Baraka – Activist

Party:

Green Party

Experience:

- Green Party Nominee for President: 2012
- Member of the Lexington, Massachusetts
Town Meeting from the 2nd District: 2005-2011
- Two-time candidate for Governor of
Massachusetts: 2002, 2010
- 25-year career as a physician of internal medicine

The only other woman running for president,
Dr. Jill Stein has said you should “forget the
lesser evil and stand up and fight for the greater good.” Stein, a former physician, is running
with the hope of inspiring a multi-party system in the U.S. to achieve what she considers
to be true democracy. She hopes to attract
supporters of Bernie Sanders who think that
Hillary Clinton does not represent their interests. Stein promises free higher education, an
increased minimum wage of $15 per hour, and
trade agreements that favor unionized American workers, unlike the North American Free
Trade Agreement and the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which she believes export American
jobs. The furthest left of any major candidate
running, Stein hopes to institute Medicare for

all Americans, which would build upon the
Affordable Care Act to extend Medicare privileges to all Americans. She also hopes to make
the U.S. 100 percent reliant on renewable energies by 2030 by creating a “Green New Deal”
to advance her party’s goals for a healthy,
clean environment while creating millions of
new jobs. Having run for the Presidency as the
Green nominee previously, Stein is hoping to
significantly exceed her .36 percent of the vote
in 2012 and seems capable of doing so, having polled as high as 7 percent in a CNN poll.
Such a performance would easily become the
Green Party’s best performance in its history.
A social and economic liberal, Stein is aiming
to gain support from primarily disenchanted
progressive Democrats.

Darrell Castle
Running Mate:

Scott Bradley – Founder and Chairman of the
Constitution Commemoration Foundation

Party:

Constitution Party

Experience:

- Constitution Party Nominee for
Vice-President: 2008
- Personal injury and bankruptcy attorney

While there are many many third-party
candidates running for president, these are
the three who are most likely to appear on
your ballot in November. It’s unlikely, but

Darrell Castle follows what is perhaps the
strictest interpretation of the Constitution of
any candidate running for president this year.
Castle, believing it to be entirely unconstitutional, hopes to eliminate the Federal Reserve
and to inform banks that they are on there own
if the economy takes a downturn. He further
hopes to allow Americans to use any currency
they please and require the U.S. government
to accept any currency for the payment of taxes. Castle, the only veteran in the race, believes
that war is the last resort and that Congress

alone can authorize any military engagement.
Another candidate with a non-interventionist
policy, Castle would like to withdraw the U.S.
from all international organizations including the United Nations, NAFTA, the World
Trade Organization and NATO, because he
believes American participation in these only
negatively affects Americans. As a social and
fiscal conservative, Castle is by far the most
conservative candidate in the race and could
be a good fit for voters who think that Clinton
and Trump are too liberal on social issues.

not impossible for one of them to win the
White House. Nevertheless, their surge in
popularity proves that Americans are craving another option in this election. If you

still do not like these candidates, and you
cannot stand Clinton or Trump, you could
always write a candidate of your choosing
in, as long as you get out and vote!
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RUMBLING BENEATH THE SURFACE:

The 2016
Pr esi d entia l
Election
By Jabari A. Lucas

Bernie Sanders speaks at a rally at
University of California: Davis.
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Seldom has an election period been so nasty, pugilistic and brash.
Rampant voter dissatisfaction across both political parties has made
for an interesting dynamic. In the very timely words of my dear
friend Evan McKay, “People are pissed off.” They are mad about
economic forces, particularly globalization, that have diminished
the middle class. They are mad about a political class that seems to
be in it for itself. They are mad that their will is no longer effectively
actuated through the institutions of our political system. People are
angry. We see it in the rise of Sen. Bernie Sanders. We see it in the
vociferous campaign of Donald Trump. And we see it in the willingness of people to vote for Dr. Jill Stein or Gov. Gary Johnson. Our
political landscape seems more like a powder-keg than the quintessentially pluralistic society envisaged by Madison in Federalist 10.
What makes the outrage more intriguing is that the establishment had no idea. Just over a year ago, many thought that, by this
time, Hillary Clinton would be easily coronated as the Democratic
nominee. It was a widely accepted certainty that she would square
off against Jeb Bush or maybe Marco Rubio. Little did they know
that there was a rumble intensifying steadily beneath the surface.
A myriad of issues still plague the country, and these, on top of the
already volatile concoction of rapidly changing demographics and
increasing voter disillusionment, threaten transform our two-party
system.
Such transformations have historically taken place in the form
of critical elections, in which new political parties are formed or
existing ones take on new issues and form new voting blocs-- essentially, these critical shifts result in political parties realigning.
Most approximations contend that there have been around six realignments in U.S. political history. One realignment with an acute,
thematic resemblance to our current election cycle occurred in 1828.

1828 REALIGNMENT

PHOTO COURTESY OF GAGE SKIDMORE

A

t that point, the “Era of Good Feelings,” in which Jeffersonian Democrats comprised the only party of prominence,
was shattered. The levying of tariffs, the national bank, burgeoning
sectionalism and a feeling of low political efficacy produced a new
dichotomy. Put simply, people then, as they do now, felt voiceless.
They believed that the bank produced a concentration of the wealth
in the hands of the few and created a level of inequity that beckoned
instability for the entire economy. They felt that the power structure was conveniently and cleverly contrived to favor the elites, and
their suspicions were somewhat buttressed by the Corrupt Bargain
of 1824.
In 1824 a young, irascible Revolutionary War general and War
of 1812 hero, Andrew Jackson, squared off against New England attorney, John Quincy Adams, for the presidency of the United States.
Jackson actually had more electoral votes than his opponents, but
because he failed to capture a majority of the electors, the choice of
the next Commander-in-Chief was deferred to the House of Representatives. Then-Speaker-of-the-House Henry Clay, through deft
maneuvering and vote whipping, got John Quincy Adams elected
as the sixth president of the United States. Fittingly, the Jacksonians
were irate, and this marked the flashpoint of a longstanding enmity
between “Old Hickory” and Clay.
By the end of the election, the once relatively stable period, bar-

ren of crippling partisanship, devolved into an even more contentious, two-party system than its precursor. Clay would lead the
National Republicans, who would later evolve into the Whigs. The
Democrats had found leadership in the rugged “Common Man,”
Andrew Jackson. Although Clay exacted an electoral victory in
successfully lobbying for Adams’s presidency, the win was rather
inconsequential. In 1828 Adams would lose re-election to Jackson,
and the newly-elected president would preside through an era of
populism, anti-elitism, anti-intellectualism and increased democratization. Surely that sounds familiar to us in an age in which leaders
of financial industry, renowned climatologists and advocates of vaccines alike are portrayed as crooked, incompetent or both.

RISE OF BERNIE SANDERS

F

or Senator Bernie Sanders and his supporters, the battle
against a corrupt establishment is a familiar narrative. A
man whose entire political career has consisted of upbraiding the
financial elites of the billionaire class and proselytizing against the
evils of wealth inequality, Bernie Sanders awoke a sizeable, impatient base on the left. Many people perceived him to be a principled
breath of fresh air, juxtaposed against a moderate, venal pragmatist
in former Secretary Hillary Clinton.
Secretary Clinton, who spent most of the campaign under the
specter of a federal indictment, teems of the asymmetric standard of
accountability and corruption that Bernie voters say they detest. Her
support for NAFTA, President Obama’s Trans-Pacific Partnership
and the Iraq War – the preeminent thorn in her side – has caused
her to be perceived as a pusillanimous neo-liberal. Additionally, her
Wall Street speaking junkets made her out to be a corporatist who
would be cozier to financiers than the middle class. Unfortunately
for her, Clinton’s natural disposition for wading into the minutia of
policy and facilitating bipartisanship disadvantaged her from being
able to genuinely echo the anger of those who felt that the problem
is too much centrism. Bernie is her foil, and that was exactly what
fueled his strong run.
Initially viewed as a long-shot campaign, Sanders often chided
the media for not covering his run, and he bolstered an impression
among his supporters that his candidacy was being sabotaged. Ever
since the troublesome coin flips in Iowa Caucuses, many have felt
the primary process was wrongfully tainted.
Given the recent leaks of emails from the top brass at the Democratic National Committee, there is an overwhelming sense of
validation, and the unearthed correspondence is invoked as the
smoking gun. Notwithstanding that, the influence of undemocratic super-delegates, an overwhelming majority of whom supported Clinton, created a mutinous contingency of progressives called
“Bernie-or-Busters.”
For viewers unacquainted with this group of voters, they got to
experience their level of ire live in the uproarious first episode of
the national convention. Many insiders, despite a hefty convention-bounce, still might be uneasy about party disunion. Without a
doubt, Secretary Clinton will need the full breadth of the liberal coalition to ensure a November 8 victory. For the Democrats though,
this restive acrimony in the ranks, while vexing right now, probably
will not result in long-term difficulties.
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Donald Trump displays his loyalty pledge to the Republican Party.

D

onald Trump, like Sen. Sanders, harped on the corrosive, insidious
influence of “special interests” and the perils of ingratiated lobbyists. Just like Sanders, Trump was not expected by anyone to make it past
Super Tuesday, let alone to have captured his party’s nomination. Yet he has
taken over the GOP, riding the gurgling passion of an emboldened gaggle of
voters who feel overlooked.
In the early stages of his candidacy, he trumpeted the notion that his
wealth made him incorruptible and impervious to big campaign
donors. He said that he did not want the aid of a SuperPAC, and that
he would self-finance his campaign. This rhetoric scratched the itch of the
base that undergirds the conservative coalition—lower-middle class, white
males. However, unlike Bernie Sanders, Trump devolved shamelessly into
scapegoating.
There is no other way I can put this; Donald Trump has taken the scene
with racist undertones, woeful and willful ignorance and incredibly caustic
bombast. His introduction to the campaign was a speech in which he claimed
that Mexico was “bringing drugs. [It’s] bringing crime. They’re rapists. And
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some, I assume, are good people.” He also blamed Mexico for the erosion of
blue-collar manufacturing jobs, and he has threatened to abandon NAFTA,
which would have dangerous consequences for the economy. His two most
famous proposals are, of course, the wall that is supposed to stretch across
the 2,000-mile US-Mexican border and a ban on Muslim persons seeking to
enter the United States. Let us also recollect that one of his chief stratagems
for eradicating ISIS: the targeting of the families of alleged terrorists and the
infliction of torture and “a hell of a lot worse.” These policy proposals—if I
dare dignify these absurd airings as such—were interspersedwith the aforementioned outbursts of faux-populism, and appeal to not-so-latent white
identity politics.
First and foremost, Trump’s populism is disingenuous to say the least.
Not only is his tax plan slated to grow the national debt an additional $10
trillion—a far cry from the popular grumblings bemoaning rampant federal
spending—it would also disproportionately favor the well-to-do. Plus, he
has already reneged on his promise to be self-funded. However, due to his
adept propensity to vacillate on several positions in a matter of days and his
exercises in dog-whistle politics, he has been able to maintain his middling
man sheen. The first character attribute enables him to flip-flop and lie about
it with an almost hypnotic flair. The latter presents a troubling development
40 years in the making for the Republican Party.
The term “dog whistle politics” is really a reference to coding that political actors use to attract the attention of the intended audience while tactfully
avoiding the gaze of others. That is exactly what the wall is. That is what the
Muslim ban accomplishes. That’s what the mantras “Make America Great
Again” and “take our country back” mean. They are dog whistles. They are
designed to appeal to the demographic wooed over by the Republicans in
the late 1960s-- working class, white men. Trump’s rise is just as much a result of the chickens of the Southern Strategy coming home to roost.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PETER BURKA. GAGE SKIDMORE

TRUMP’S FAUX POPULISM

Supporters of Barry Goldwater rally during the Southern
Strategy Movement, 1964.
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Political parties are durable, umbrella institutions. They encompass
many factions and strains of ideological persuasions, and if one splinter gets
too rambunctious, the party’s establishment caters more to their sensibilities.
What’s more, when outside groups gain traction and threaten to siphon support, the party will adopt that issue – the most recent example of this being
the 2010 Tea Party.
After the 2016 Democratic convention, history will regard the candidacy
of Bernie Sanders as the force that brought the Democratic Party to the left,
rather than the quixotic, self-avowed socialist who split it apart. The platform writing committee, seeing the proverbial writing on the wall, endorsed
a lot of Sanders’s ideas including tuition-free public college, a constitutional
amendment to reverse the infamous Citizens United ruling, substantially
reducing the number of unpledged delegates at future conventions,and raising the minimum wage to $15 per hour.
These compromises look to bring in many Sanders supporters into the
fold. While there is no guarantee that the Vermont senator’s most passionate
acolytes will fall in line, recent polling from the Washington Post indicates
that 90 percent of consistent supporters have come around. Even if they
prove ineffective, a raging, disconcertingly discolored megalomaniac on the
other side of the aisle will most likely do the trick.

( FALL 2016 )

Bernie Sanders supporters in Iowa.

SOUTHERN
STRATEGY
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T

he Southern Strategy
was a Republican electoral gambit that sought to take
advantage of a newly available
southland that felt abandoned by
President Lyndon Johnson and
the liberal wing of the Democratic
Party. After the passage of the Civil
Rights Act in 1964, Johnson declared that Democrats “lost the south for a
generation.” Republicans, realizing that the pursuit for civil rights would
make a considerable contingent of the electorate available, knew that they
had to seize the opportunity. His deeply conservative opponent during the
election in the same year, Barry Goldwater, articulated opposition to the legislation. Though he lost in a risible runaway, Goldwater laid the foundation
for the new solid South that would, instead, be solidly red.
Now these Republicans feel as though they have been passed by. While
they might pay lip service to the ideals of economic justice, their cause is
motivated more so by identity politics—specifically white identity politics.
A strong, bolstering minority of Latinos, a freer LGBTQ community and
a black man in the oval office harkened a new American society. Increasing diversity, for some, makes them feel as though their values are cultural
remnants of yesteryear. A diminished sense of relevance, compounded by
rougher economic outlooks for persons reeling from the loss of manufacturing, has rendered the white male feeling disregarded. Trump’s approach
is to ostentatiously pay tribute to this unrest, continuing the paradigm of
Goldwater.
Make no mistake about it. A recent study by the Cook Political Report
concluded 38 percent of Republicans are racially resentful, a marked difference from the 1986 figure of nine percent. A similar study conducted by
Hamilton College political scientist Philip Klinker found that “moving from
the least to the most resentful view of African Americans increases support
for Trump by 44 points.”
This would explain why we have anecdotal accounts of violence against
“Black Lives Matter” protestors. It would also explain the videos that reveal
episodic displays of vitriolic, racial jeering at Trump rallies. It also elucidates
those perturbing poll results that indicated 20 percent of Trump supporters don’t support the Emancipation Proclamation. It explains why Trump is

arousing an element in this country, namely in the Republican Party, that has
laid dormant until a black man’s presidential election was met by a dogged,
almost pathological need to delegitimize it from the very first day.
This election has made for an interest story to be told decades from now.
On both sides, people feel neglected by those who are supposed to advance
their interests, and the media and its pundits seemed incapable of forecasting the brewing tempest. Both political parties have nominated people who
seem unable to heal the nation’s deep wounds and restore the citizens’ faith
in the ability of their public servants to govern. In a sense, both candidates
embody the very thing the rowdiest parts of their coalitions detest—entrenched, institutionalized elitism. Normally, that would spell trouble for
both parties, but if there is one overarching lesson in all of this, it’s that this
year is not normal.

MOVING FORWARD

D

onald Trump will temporarily suture the divisions of the Democratic Party. United under a more progressive platform gleaned from
the key tenets of Sanders’s campaign, Democrats will likely come together
to elect Hillary Clinton. Across the aisle, Trump presents the Republicans
with a troubling conundrum. The Republicans must decide if they will rally
together to bring down their own standard-bearer in the name of the greater
good, or they can continue to juggle a precarious, untenable voting bloc.
Trump is relying heavily on the support of white people to win, but within this strategy is one huge problem—there are not enough of them. Relying
solely on the power of white identity politics will not only preclude any legitimate shot for Trump to win the White House, it will also be the precarious
thread that will unravel the already loosely entwined Republican fabric. As
time elapses, the country will continue to become a more colorful place -literally.
The longer the GOP lacks the courage to rebuff a candidate who exploits
racial sentiments to galvanize support, the garish blemish of disrepute that
already stains the party among minority voters will linger even longer. Even
if Trump were to pull off an upset, it would be in the Republicans’ longterm interest to distance themselves from him. Like it or not, the Republican
Party’s elite must accept that they cannot continue into the 21st century as
the party of the straight, white male. They cannot merely pay lip service to
the plights of the black and brown. Republicans must demonstrate that they
can represent their interests as vociferously as Democrats. The first step is
writ large already across the twittersphere, encapsulated simply in a meager,
two-word phrase: “Dump Trump.”
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KNOWING MORE,
A PILGRIMAGE TO POLAND

THE 2016 PILGRIMAGE: POLAND TEAM:
AARON BROWN (‘16), MERCY DELA MERCED (‘16), BECCA FUNKE (‘16),
ELLIS HERMAN (‘16), LUYAO PENG (‘19), BENJAMIN POMERANTZ (‘19),
MICHAEL ROBINSON (‘19), HANNAH STEIN (‘18) , KIM DEAN (CCE),
RABBI GOODMAN (CHAPLAINCY)

T

here are many articles comparing Donald Trump to Hitler, but
this won’t be one of them. Rather, we will compare our current
political climate and cultural mindset to the one that facilitated the Holocaust, specifically in Poland.			
This past March, we -- a class of first-years through seniors at University of Richmond, of varying faiths and backgrounds -- traveled to three
cities in Poland on an educational and spiritual pilgrimage. Drawing
on the background we built through readings and discussions over ten
weeks of our interfaith course, we visited the cities of Krakow, Lublin
and Warsaw to explore the lives of the Jewish community before, during
and after World War II. And what we learned deserves to be shared.
For centuries, up until the years after the Holocaust, European Jews
saw Poland as a safe haven. One-third of Poles were Jewish, and Poland
held more Jews than the rest of Europe combined, but Polish people
were divided into separate groups: the Catholic Poles, thought of just
as “Poles,” who made up the majority of the population, and the Jewish
Poles who made up a large minority. While some Jews assimilated into
Polish culture, others did not. Instead, they lived in their own towns and
spoke their own language. Even though most Jews considered themselves to be both Polish and Jewish, in the minds of many Catholic Poles
one could either be a Pole or a Jew, but not both. These Catholic Poles
narrowed Polish identity into a binary system, separating the Jewish
from the Catholic Poles. Because Jews were a minority in Poland, anti-Semitism permeated the nation, as it did through much of Europe.

“We are free to make our choices, but
prisoners to the consequences.”
				- Pablo Neruda
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When Nazi Germany, which planned to annihilate the Jewish population, began its occupation of Poland, it advocated a similar anti-Semitic
binary way of thinking -- that Jews were the others. This increase in binary thinking played into the underlying anti-Semitism in Poland, encouraging hate-speech against Jews and making rampant, violent anti-Semitism socially acceptable. Among other examples, Polish anti-Semitism
under German occupation manifested in the Jedwabne Massacre, during
which all of Jedwabne’s Jews, which made up half of the town’s population, were murdered by the remaining Catholic half. Many Poles did
not feel a moral obligation to help save the Jews of Poland, a majority
of whom considered themselves to be fellow Poles, from Nazi tyranny.
Many Poles chose to stand by rather than help save Jews, even when
they knew that these Jews – Polish citizens, and fellow humans beings –
faced high chances of death.
Yet there were also some Poles who risked their lives to help Jews,
hiding them from the Nazis and smuggling them food and water. These
people did not necessarily like Jews and some even held anti-Semitic
sentiment, but they rejected the binary system the Nazis tried to implement.		
We are not professors or even necessarily students of political science
or psychology – our studies range from computer science to creative
writing – so we do not claim to be experts in any field related to this
tragic history. But what we do have is a unique experience that brings a
first-person perspective to the effects of hate-speech on people, and how
this type of language encourages a binary train of thought. Yet, as people
with complex identities – with religious, ethnic, geographical and familial identities – who may be Jewish and American or progressive and
Muslim, we can choose to accept these facile narratives or dig deeper
and find something more complicated.
Any conversation about hate-speech during this political cycle right-
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The concentration camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau was the largest death camp in Nazi Germany.
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The Old Town Marketplace in Warsaw, Poland, a UNESCO World Heritage site.

fully starts with Donald Trump, but he is certainly not the only example. Ted Cruz called for law enforcement to patrol and secure Muslim
neighborhoods, a terrifying statement to hear. And while perhaps not
hate-speech, polarizing language crosses the aisle. For instance, during
his rallies and at live debates, Bernie Sanders frequently villainized Wall
Street and members of the upper class. Hillary Clinton claimed that her
proudest enemy was the Republicans. How can we choose among leaders whose position is hatred for each other?
Language like that of Trump, Cruz and Clinton is easy to hang onto
and repeat, but this us-against-them mentality creates a similar one in
the minds of those who hear it. George Orwell wrote, “If thought corrupts language, then language can also corrupt thought.” This can mean
that with a mentality influenced by political language, you can be either American, or you can be pro-Islamic extremism; you can be either
pro-Hillary or her enemy; you can be either a Pole or a Jew. These yes-orno, made-for-30-minute-cable-news-shows ideas eliminate nuance and
middle ground from issues that desperately require it. Any sophisticated position should require a sophisticated explanation, but as Caroline
Knapp said, “Our culture thrives on black-and-white narratives, clearly
defined emotions, easy endings, and so, this thrust into complexity exhausts.”		
We do not foresee that any of these candidates would start a genocide, but each of them has leveraged some version of with-us-or-againstus rhetoric in the primaries. And though Trump’s hate speech has been
far more prevalent and inflammatory than others, regardless of who
wins, the next president will have created personal enemies out of millions of Americans.
Fortunately, we have the ability to choose not to accept the binary
attitude that’s proven so effective in gathering votes. In Poland, we saw
the stark contrast between the Poles who took the less-challenging path

and allowed their subdued prejudices to be brought to the surface, and
the Poles who did all they could to save those who had become enemies
of the state through no fault of their own. We can now make a choice, the
repercussions of which 1930s Germany failed to realize. We can either
take the us-or-them quotes as the end of the story and pick a side, or realize that no issue can be adequately examined in a campaign ad. So while
it is exhausting to examine anything to the depth it deserves, we’ve seen
the effects of voting without this knowledge. Pablo Neruda said, “We
are free to make our choices, but prisoners to the consequences.” We
can choose to introduce nuance to complex issues. We cannot simplify
solutions to the problems that the world faces into nothing more than
slogans and rally cries, because these are not consequences we want repeated, regardless of their scale.

At least 340 Polish Jews were killed in the Jedwabne Massacre.
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Breaking D
On June 23, 2016 a
vote was taken to determine
whether or not the countries in the
United Kingdom would remain members of the political-economic organization
known as the European Union. Ultimately,
the vote decided that the countries that comprise the United Kingdom would seize the
opportunity to make their exit. “Brexit” short
for “Britain’s exit” – prompted me to explore
the history of U.K. and Irish politics while I
studied and interned in Dublin, Ireland. In
addition to the historical implications of this
vote, I also considered how Brexit will affect
the U.K. and its people in terms of economics, internal stability, and trade.
During the summer of 2015, I spent time
in London and Northern Ireland, critiquing
the Northern Ireland Troubles as a means to
understanding peace and conflict. This summer, I studied in Dublin, in the Republic of
Ireland, interned at the Local Government
Management Agency and took a class on Irish
history. I found that in Ireland, popular topics

for conversation include politics – American
and Irish – , sports, travel, and the weather.
The most exemplary encounter I had was
with a fisherman on his perspective on Irish
politics. As I dangled my feet over the murky
water, at a marina in the town of Kinvara, I began talking to a fisherman about politics and
The Brexit. In the span of five to ten minutes
I learned that he used to live in Shenandoah, Virginia, which is a mere two hours from
Richmond, and about his perspective on European politics. “The Brexit is great for the
Irish economy,” he said. “Now Ireland could
be the only English speaking country left in
the EU, which means that international trade
into Europe would be focused more on Ireland
instead of remaining focused on the U.K.”
His pro-Brexit sentiment encouraged me to
further research the issue, and I found that the
outlook for the Republic of Ireland post-Brexit is not as clearly positive as my fisherman
friend confidently asserted. According to the
Irish Times, as of July 25, 2016, consumer and
business sentiment in Ireland have plunged
in the wake of Brexit. Consumer sentiments
are people’s evaluations of whether or not
buying climates are suitable. Business sentiments are people’s assessments of finances,
the general economic outlook, and the labor
market. These two positions are essential to
gauging the economic atmosphere. It is also
highly important to consider the political atmosphere throughout countries in the U.K.

COUNTRY DIVIDES AND
POLITICAL NEGOTIATIONS:

The marina in Kinvara, Ireland.
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At the Local Government Management
Agency in Dublin, my line manager, Maeve
Bourke, said that European politics were not
easily measured on the same scale as American politics. Holding out her hands as a means

of reference, Bourke further said that the European center was comparable to the American left, and the European left would be so far
left in American terms, that it would not be on
the scale. The European right would similarly
be close to American right-wing moderates.
The popular vote determined the outcome of the Brexit decision, with a total of
52 percent of the U.K. population voting in
favor of Brexit, according to BBC. The BBC
also reported that 72 percent of all U.K. citizens voted in the referendum. In terms of
individual countries, England and Wales
voted to leave, while Northern Ireland and
Scotland voted to remain. This has affected
the countries throughout the U.K. because it
has created a vocalized divide among them.
Feelings about the Brexit may continue to
look incongruous throughout the U.K. According to the Irish Times, Northern Ireland
has demanded that the Belfast Agreement
and Irish peace be legally protected before
the U.K. permanently leaves the EU.”The Belfast Agreement, also called the Good Friday
Agreement, dates back to the 1990s and among
other things stated that Northern Ireland and
its government are secure in its separate relations to both the U.K. and the Republic of Ireland. The agreement was created to acknowledge that a large portion of people in Northern
Ireland wanted to remain a part of the U.K.,
which granted them sovereignty from the Republic of Ireland. Therefore, Northern Ireland
operates as a devolved government of the U.K.,
similar to how Scotland and Wales operate. Devolved governments obtain their powers from
a centralized government that has granted the
particular country, such as Northern Ireland,
the ability to enact legislation for themselves.
In a related notion of dissent, some
people in Scotland are considering seced-
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Down Brexit
ing from the U.K. in order to return to the
EU. According to the Irish Times, such
secession could mean the greatest certainty for Scotland in the wake of Brexit.
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A VERY BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION
The EU provided a host of benefits to the
U.K. that are now in jeopardy of being surrendered because of Brexit. Those benefits
included trade deals and economic considerations. The European Union has 28 member states that span across the continent of
Europe. Membership in the EU ensures that
member states are able to participate in a single-market economic system that guarantees
free movement of goods, services and labor
throughout the countries. According to Europa, by diminishing the physical barriers to
trade, prices have become more reasonable
in Europe, people have access to education
outside of their home countries and the EU
has worked to ensure that such benefits do
not undermine fairness, consumer protection or environmental sustainability. This is
beneficial for member countries because they
share the Euro as a single currency – though
England continues to use the pound – and
member countries are able to regulate their
tax rates as they see fit. However, according
to USA Today, As a result of Brexit, it is quite
possible that the U.K. will no longer be able
to benefit from the EU economic structure.
Member states in the EU require that there be
equal opportunities concerning access to goods
and services. According to BBC, EU membership guaranteed that EU nationals were able to
establish permanent residence after they lived
in the U.K. for five years. Should the U.K. leave
the EU permanently, this right will be subject
to negotiation, thus limiting freedom to move

around many of the countries in Europe.
In order for the U.K. to leave the EU permanently, it must invoke Article 50 of the
Lisbon Treaty. The Lisbon Treaty is the constitutional basis for the European Union and
no country has yet chosen to invoke it. The
article allows two years for each side – the seceding country and the EU – to negotiate the
terms of their split. These negotiations will
address how they will conduct economics,
politics and immigration as separate or cohesive entities. According to BBC, EU law still
applies to the U.K. until this process is completed, and the U.K. is still involved in treaties
but is unable to take part in decision-making.

IMMIGRATION CONCERNS
With the reverberations of making a certain country great again clanging in my
mind, I could not help but ask my fisherman
friend if the U.K. left because of rampant
xenophobia in Europe. To that question he
said, “Everyone thinks that the U.K. voted to
leave to control immigration and that is part
of it but the main reason was economics.”
The fisherman also noted that when population demographics are observed about who
voted to stay and who voted to leave, age
group demographics split votes most decisively. “The older U.K. generation questioned
entering the EU about 40 years ago but they
still decided to join,” he said. “Since they had a
new opportunity to leave, this time, they took
it.” That statement encouraged me to continue examining the history of European politics and economics. It appearred that it was
true that those who were pro-Brexit believed
that membership in the EU stagnated growth.
However, it is also true that many of the
critics of the EU and those who voted to leave
were unhappy with the idea that immigrants

were often coming from poorer countries to
richer countries for opportunities. A study
from the National Center for Social Research
titled, “30 Years of British Social Attitudes,”
showed that of participants who reported
that they have some racial prejudice, 92 percent agreed that immigration levels should
be reduced. Likewise, the study also concluded that of participants who reported
that they have no racial prejudice, 72 percent
agreed that immigration should be reduced.
While this does not address xenophobia
directly, similar to the fisherman’s sentiments, it does show that various people are
displeased with high immigration levels in
the U.K. One benefit of leaving the EU would
be gaining the exclusive right to dictate who
is able to work and live inside of Britain.

UNCERTAINTY AS A NECESSARY
CALL TO ACTION:
Amongst things such as secession and border negotiations, trade agreements would be
the most difficult element to renegotiate in
terms of a permanent Brexit. According to
BBC, trade was a major breaking point for
the U.K. because many citizens felt that the
EU was imposing too many rules and fees
on businesses, while offering too few benefits
in return. In regard to impediments on free
movement and trade, it is my sincere hope
that communities will not suffer at the hands
of isolationist policies, especially regarding
economics and politics that purposefully
try to be exclusionary. In the midst of uncertainty, one thing is for sure: with four countries trying to decide what factors are best for
their economic growth, political atmospheres
and immigration policies, change will be the
only constant factor in navigating Brexit.
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ConTextos:

Fighting Crime Through Literacy
BY SABRINA ESCOBAR

“VENGO DE AMIGOS ALEGRES,
DE FINES DE SEMANA CON CAFÉ.

(I COME FROM JOYFUL FRIENDS)
(FROM WEEKENDS WITH COFFEE.)

SOY DE LA COLONIA
DE SONRISAS Y LÁGRIMAS.”

(I AM FROM THE TOWN)
(OF SMILES AND TEARS.)

T

hese are the last two stanzas of René
Moises Amaya Martinez’s poem,
“Mapa de chocolate” – Chocolate map. They
speak of the 17-year-old’s experience before
he got in trouble with the law, and were written during a poetry workshop, Soy Poeta, imparted at his juvenile detention center in El
Salvador, Central America.
A few months after writing these lines and
after being released into freedom, René Moises Amaya Martinez was killed. He became yet
another victim of the gang violence plaguing
not just the Central American region, but also
urban North American cities such as Chicago,
Los Angeles, Detroit and Camden. A report
by ConTextos, a Chicago-based non-governmental organization operating in El Salvador calculated El Salvador’s homicide rate to
be 69 per 100,000; as a point of comparison,
Chicago’s rate is currently 15 per 100,000. In
2015, Chicago reported more than 488 homi-
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cides, and in 2011, gang violence accounted
for approximately 61 percent of the murders,
according to Contextos.
Although there are several ways to tackle the ongoing problem of gang violence, including afterschool programs, tutoring and
athletic intervention, countless studies have
demonstrated that one of the most effective
ways to counteract violence is to improve
literacy rates and to engage youth in literature-related activities. “It’s said that if a child
does not have the correct literacy level for
their age, that child is 90 percent more likely
to end up in jail,” Alejandra Mejía, director of
development of ConTextos, said.
The data backing Mejía’s statement is
overwhelming – according to a 2010 Forbes
article, approximately 60 percent of American inmates are illiterate, and 85 percent of
juvenile offenders have reading difficulties.
More than 30 percent of Salvadoran children

attending public school drop out before third
grade, and those who do continue their educations attend school for half a day, where
they lack access to books and learn to read
and write via rote memorization. As Debra Gittler, founder and executive director
of ConTextos said in a 2014 WBEZ Chicago
interview, “Books alone aren’t enough to
change the culture of learning.”
The organization focuses on two main
programs in their mission to transform education and prevent violence in Central
America. Their pilot project, TurnKey, was
initially centered upon building libraries
in public schools. The team eventually realized, however, that providing books was
not enough to truly promote change. “Resources alone do not make the difference,”
Mejía said. “Teachers are the true basis of
transforming the educational system. We
work with the teachers so that they are the
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Approximately one-third of public-school children in El Salvador drop out before third grade.

true protagonists of the library.”
Mejía added that as part of TurnKey,
the teachers underwent several workshops
designed to help them incorporate reading
into their daily classroom routines. “In other schools, each child will write exactly the
same,” Gittler said. “In our schools, children
will be taught to express their opinions.” The
changes observed were astounding; not only
was there a marked difference in the reading
levels of children participating in ConTextos’
programs, but there was also a distinct cultural change. Before being exposed to ConTextos’ reading programs, Mejía said, “The
children didn’t even look you in the eye, but
as they continued learning and sharing, there
were certain aspects of their personality that
began to change.” As I experienced firsthand
while working with ConTextos over the summer, ConTextos children run up to visitors,
smothering them in hugs and fighting over
who gets to hold their hands.
These same cultural and psychological
changes brought about by ConTextos’ first
project paved the way for their second program, Soy Autor – I’m an author. “When kids
start to read a lot, they naturally start to write
a lot,” Mejía said. In conjunction with research
proving that exposure to reading and writing
programs decreases recidivism levels, ConTextos harnessed this natural progression in
order to address the escalating levels of violence in the country. With a grant from the
Bureau of International Narcotics and Law
Enforcement Affairs (INL), ConTextos de-

veloped a writing workshop consisting of 16
to 24 classes for children who were either in
high-risk situations or in juvenile detention
centers, like René Moises Amaya Martinez.
During these workshops, children and
teenagers are taught how to use tablet technology to generate text and pictures in order
to write a memoir, which is eventually published by ConTextos. “A writing process, or
rather, a dialogue process, is in some way
healing the terrible experiences the children

“If a child does not have the
correct literacy level for their
age, that child is 90 percent
more likely to end up in
jail.”
-ALEJANDRA MEJÍA, DIRECTOR OF
DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEXTOS

have gone through,” Ruelle said. “It’s not just
the inmates and youth that need this process,
but the Salvadoran society at large. Most of
the population has undergone trauma of
some sort that they haven’t been able to address.” According to a 2014 study conducted
at Emory University, neurologically, reading
and writing are chemical processes that alter
the physical structure of the brain, creating
relaxing effects as well as contributing to the

healing of trauma. Soy Autor provides a platform for youth to heal, to express themselves
and to share their stories with society – stories that are at times brushed aside in favor of
negative depictions of their misdeeds.
The program has been so successful in
helping youth deal with trauma, and decreasing violence in the long run, that starting in
October 2016, Soy Autor will be implemented
in Cooke County Jail in Illinois. Cooke County
is Chicago’s most populated detention center,
housing over 9,000 inmates. As a pilot project,
60 maximum-security offenders awaiting trial will have access to the program, and will
be working with both local and Salvadoran
mentors during the workshop. In ConTexto’s
press release, Jim Garbarino, a professor specializing in childhood trauma and violence,
said that “Writing about their lives and entering into a dialogue about what they write
is one of the most important ways available
to help children process trauma.” Once the
program starts, Soy Autor will have travelled
from the “murder capital of the world” to the
“murder capital of the USA,” Garbarino said.
Soy Autor will hopefully create a lasting impact on two populations that have resorted to
violence as a healing instrument for harbored
traumas.

*For more information about
ConTextos, visit www.contextos.org
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Choosing
Hijab
By Thamine Nayeem
Photography by Sofia Nicolet

T

here are numerous reasons why women wear hijab.* For some, it’s
a matter of having control over what others can and cannot see, a
matter of exercising their female agency in public. Others find that
hijab liberates them from unrealistic standards of beauty prescribed onto
women by society. And then there are women who cherish the sisterhood
it builds, such as through those moments when two Muslim women who
are complete strangers greet one another in the streets with Salam – peace.
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These aforementioned understandings
of hijab are all reasons why I also continue
to wear hijab today. However, when I first
decided to wear hijab nearly six years ago,
it was – and still is – first and foremost a
physical reminder of my connection with Allah,* or of my ongoing and sincere struggle,
jihad,* to connect with God. Even on days
when my faith is weak, and I feel as if I did
something that can’t be amended, it reminds
me that I am never not good enough or not
spiritual enough to reconnect with my creator. I also feel free to traverse the realms of
doubt, to critically question my faith in order
to strengthen it, because hijab acts as a string,
connecting me physically to my inward spirituality.
But there are undeniably days when I do
struggle with hijab. I find that my relationship with hijab wanes and waxes with insecurities that many women, especially from
minority groups, experience: Will I ever fit
in a society that constantly rejects me? Can
I, who am perceived as so foreign and different, ever be considered pretty? Am I, who
is recognizably Muslim, safe riding public transportation today? Do those people
staring hate me or blame me for situations
around the world that I cannot control?
To fit in, to be pretty, to be safe, to be liked
– these are all struggles that Muslim women
in America face because of how they dress.
These pressures directed at them in the name
of liberation ironically force many to relinquish hijab.
I am fortunate and so incredibly thankful
to have a support system of friends and family, of Muslims and non-Muslims, who help
me relearn that my own confidence in my
faith and in my decision to wear hijab is always stronger than these moments of struggle. And for the past six years, I find myself
again and again choosing hijab.
Unfortunately, there does exist another
group of Muslim women that does not share
this freedom of choice that I am privileged
to enjoy. An honest conversation on hijab
necessitates that I address the fact that Muslim communities have problems – very real
and plaguing problems that cannot be overlooked to save the face of our religion. This
defensive approach internally hurts us far
more than any gross generalization we are
trying to deflect.
Every community has problems, and it is
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OK to admit that we do. It’s high time we
start recognizing and addressing the fact that
we teach our daughters to be modest without prescribing the same standards to our
sons. After all, the Quranic verses on hijab
were first addressed to men before they were
addressed to women, and these verses were
not just limited to physical clothing but encompassed many manifestations of modesty.
So instead, it should be made clear that male
behavior and morality does not rest with
women -- men are in control of their actions.
“Say to the believing men that they should
lower their gaze and guard their modesty;
that will make for greater purity for them.
And Allah is well-acquainted with all that
they do.” – An-Nur (24:30)
Instead of policing the bodies of women,
we would do well to give all women the liberty to explore their own religious beliefs. A
Muslim woman should feel, no matter where
she is, free enough to move between hijab
and no hijab, to be fluid and grow without
scrutiny from the very people who are supposed to support her, to make hijab easy for
her. For what is Islam if it isn’t grounded on
one’s conscious belief in what he or she practices?
But I would like to push this narrative
of the Muslim woman beyond her clothing within all communities. To the Muslim
community, I say a Muslim woman is not
Muslim because of her hijab; to the West, I
say a woman is not only her religion. I hope
that one day when I say the words “Muslim

woman,” you don’t just visualize a girl in
a headscarf, but instead women who consciously choose to express their devotion to
God in whatever way they choose – with or
without hijab. I hope we can talk about business women like Khadija, or scholars like
Ayesha, war heroes like Nusseibeh, athletes
like Ibtihaj Muhammad, and beauty gurus
like Amena.* Muslim women are proud of
their faith, but they aren’t asking to defined
and understood by it exclusively.
We can humanize the Muslim woman
beyond the context of a one-dimensional understanding of hijab, beyond the space we
have confined her, so we can see her as the
complex, multi-faceted human being she is.
And even if after all of this, you still don’t
understand why women choose to wear
hijab or you think we’ve somehow psychologically oppressed ourselves, that’s OK.
Differences in outlook are not bigoted. Meaning-making – whether that’s through reason,
emotion, empiricism, etc. – doesn’t lead everybody down the same road. I applaud you
for reading and for trying to understand a
different viewpoint. But what I do ask is that
you respect the women who do observe hijab
and their right to make their own decisions
on how they wish to govern their bodies.
And if you do decide to help give voice to
the oppression that some Muslim women experience in Muslim-majority countries, then
please do it without a political agenda, with
a non-ethnocentric mentality. Do it sincerely.
Salam.

*REFERENCE FOR ISLAMIC TERMINOLOGY:
ALLAH (GOD) - In Islam, Allah is believed to be the one (tawhid),
omniscient, omnipotent, non-human (genderless) creator of all
things, akin to the Jewish tradition.
JIHAD (STRUGGLE/STRIVE) – There are many different forms of
jihad in Islam. One form of jihad does involve the use of physical
force, but there are VERY, VERY strict rules of engagement. For
example, it has to be a justified fight against an oppressive force,
such as self-defence, with no other peaceful alternative. But Islam
emphasizes more greatly the jihad of striving towards personal
betterment, whether that’s social, spiritual, and so forth, to live by
the guidance of Allah.
HIJAB/KHIMAR (VEIL) - There are several references to modesty in
the Quran. Islam teaches that both men and women can be modest
through their speech, conduct, and dress. Thus, physical modesty is
just one dimension of this virtue; one can be modest by talking to
someone respectfully.
*If you are interested in learning more about these
terms, tafsir (exegesis) of the Quran is a great resource;
it will give you insight on which historical context
the verses were revealed, to whom they address, and
interpretations of their meanings. I am not an Islamic
scholar so please take all this information I have
offered as a starting point to understanding a religion
that has been so unfairly perverted by groups like the
media and terrorists.
KHADIJA - The employer and first wife of the Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) as well as the first convert to Islam.
AYESHA - Another beloved wife of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
who was well-known for her intelligence and vibrant personality.
NUSAYBAH BINT KA’AB - Known to have fought in the Battle
of Uhud and was honored for protecting the Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh).
IBTIHAJ MUHAMMAD - The first woman to wear hijab on the
United States Olympic Team.
AMENA - A YouTube and lifestyle blogger who has launched her
own makeup and clothing line.

“To the Muslim community, I say a Muslim
woman is not Muslim because of her
hijab; to the West, I say a woman is not
only her religion.”
			– Thamine Nayeem
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